
Corby Business Academy  
 
Uniform 
 

21st October 2022 
 

Dear Parents, Carers and Students, 
 

Corby Business Academy Uniform Expectations 
 

I am writing to remind students and parents / carers of the uniform expectations. 

 

We have tried to keep our expectations as straight-forward as possible to assist you in making the appropriate choices 

when purchasing new school uniform.  

 

Unfortunately, there has been an increase in students arriving each day without correct uniform. This is a reminder that all 

students must attend the Academy with the correct uniform. The first bullet point in particular, has been an issue for the 

past few weeks – please monitor as students leave the house each day. 

 

- No trainers, no jeans, no short skirts (see link below for further guidance), no hoodies or jumpers worn inside 

the building 

- Attend with an academy blazer or jumper 

- Top buttons should be done up, shirts tucked in 

- Students can remove blazers or academy jumpers in lessons, if they become warm. However, these are to be 

placed back on whilst transitioning around the building, before they leave classrooms 

 

It is clear from parental contact that sometimes parents / carers are not aware of the issue, as students are either not 

checked before they leave for school, or they are changing on the way to school. 

 

To support you please see below a familiar link to the uniform standards on our website, this includes additional elements 

of jewellery and hair colouring: 

 

Corby Business Academy - Uniform 

 
There is an absolute non-negotiable need for our uniform policy to be adhered to by all students. 
 
Students are not permitted to wear the additional items of clothing in lessons.  
 

Students can obviously choose to wear coats or garments to and from school, but these should be removed as 

entering in the morning. 

 

If standards are not met the most likely outcome is for your son/daughter to be placed in isolation until the issue can be 

resolved, completing work set by their teachers. We will make an attempt to contact you in the case of uniform 

infringements. 

 

In some instances, we can support with temporary daily solutions for shoes and ties, which will be kept on the Academy 

site. However, in these circumstances we will need students to work with us on these arrangements. 

 

Thank you for your support in this matter, which includes checks at home before students leave for the Academy in the 

mornings. 

 
Yours sincerely 

 
Mr S. Underwood 

Principal 

https://www.corbybusinessacademy.org/page/?title=Uniform&pid=16

